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CARLIEUKLIMA SRL
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)

Energy Efficiency

www.carlieuklima.it Fontanafredda PN

Production of energy efficient heating and conditioning systems

for all kind of environments. Our solutions are developed with the

aim of reduction of emissions of harmful substances in the

atmosphere.

CARLIEUKLIMA srl is a modern and dynamic company, European leader in the production of radiant heating systems and industrial cooling system

(adiabatic cooling).

The headquarters of CARLIEUKLIMA are located in the north-East of Italy. Bolstered by the quality certification and the certification of its products,

CARLIEUKLIMA is driven by a corporate philosophy that blends environmental awareness with the latest technology to meet the most diverse and

special needs for the heating and comfort of large common areas and workplaces.

DONATI SOLLEVAMENTI SRL
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)
www.donaticranes.com Legnano MI

Manufacturer of electric chain hoists, wire rope hoists, jib cranes,

cranes kits

Donati Sollevamenti has been established since 1930, in these years we have gained a leading position in the international market for lifting equipment.

The different solutions and the reliability of the products such as electric chain hoists, manual and electric jib cranes, electric wire rope hoists, channel

profile system bridge cranes, find their applications in all types of industries.

The markets request and the client's satisfaction represent Donati's target activity, backed up with spare parts assistance and our after sales

department. The modular components produced by Donati offer the correct solutions that the market demands.

The care of Donati Sollevamenti s.r.l over customer satisfaction is directed to establish a long-term relationship, based on mutual respect and trust,

thanks to the flexibility and promptitude of the organisation with direct and personal contact. The after sales service is organised in order to give prompt

answers and solutions about spare-parts, service and warranty procedures.

The on going and careful attention to quality by Donati Sollevamenti S.r.l. seen, not only through our careful design, responsible choices and constant

checks of materials, but of all phases of production and of the finished product, involves the whole organisation, through the quality control system

which, since 1993, controls and checks the life of the whole company.

Donati Sollevamenti Srl adheres to the provisions of Legislative Decree 231/01 concerning the administrative liability of legal entities and companies,

and associations. For this reason, we invite all those who wish to contact Donati to establish a business relationship and/or engage in negotiations

and/or any other type of relationship pertaining to the activities of Donati, first visit the Code of Ethics page.

NO

EURO MOTORS ITALIA SPA -

EMI

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)
www.euromotorsitalia.net Grezzago MI

Manufacturers of fan-motors and blowers for refrigeration and air-

conditioning.
Private Company, located 25 Km from Milano. Annual quantity produced : 1.000.000 motors and 250.000 blowers

Manufacturers of machines for air

conditioning and commercial refrigeration.

FRIGERIO ETTORE SPA
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)
www.frigerioettore.com Lecco LC

Frigerio Ettore Spa, established in 1948. Its activity has been

developing in two main sectors: cold metal sheet stamping and

deep drawing combined with welding, assembling and industrial

washing to produce parts upon customer’s drawing and

production of a wide Spectrum of TOGGLE LATCHES. Latches

are manufactured to industry standards or customer specifics, to

comply with the exigencies of the most diversified applications. All

of this is supported by a workshop devoted to the design and in-

house building of dies.

FEL, located in Lecco and run since 3 generations from the same family, took its first steps in 1948, during the years of the Italian economic miracle,

under the leadership of Ettore Frigerio and his tireless wife Franca Here then the acronym FEL, Frigerio Ettore Lecco. In the early years, production

was mainly devoted to toggle latches and hardware items and subsequently gradually expanded into the automotive sector. In 1972 FEL acquired the

status of Joint Stock Company. Major customers belong to multinationals in the automotive industry. They can rely on quality and complex products

and a flexible service, also supported by a workshop devoted to the design and in-house building of dies. Frigerio’s calling for quality have led the

company to be awarded UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 and IATF 16949:2016.

I.C.M.I. FORNI INDUSTRIALI SRL
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)
www.icmiforniindustriali.com

Cisano

Bergamasco
BG

Heat Treatment Furnaces for Steel, Special Alloy and Aluminium -

Rotary Furnaces - Batch Furnaces - Bogie Heart Furnace - Roller

Furnaces - Heating Bars Furnaces - Furnaces for Forging

I.C.M.I. is an Italian company with an experience of over 30 years in the field of industrial furnaces. The company has developed specializing in the

design, production, installation of: Heat Treatment Furnaces for Steel, Special Alloy and Aluminium - Rotary Furnaces - Batch Furnaces - Bogie Heart

Furnace - Roller Furnaces - Heating Bars Furnaces - Furnaces for Forging. We support also our customers in revamping operation and spare parts.

LCS SPA
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)
www.lcsgroup.it Usmate Velate MB

Intralogistics:

a) Turnkey projects in intralogistics, including the whole or partial

process from production to warehouse, ware-houses it selves and

the picking / shipping / end-of-line process / crane automation

b) Refurbishment and extension of existing intralogistics systems

to extend their life cycle and increase the throughput,

performance, improve reliability and error rates

c) Automation and software from the field (PLC), over

coordinator-systems WCS to the management system WMS or

MES

d) Overhead travelling crane automation for handling and storage

of coils, paper rolls, scrap charging for foundries, other load units

like metall boxes or containers

Baggage and Cargo handling:

a) Turnkey projects of smaller airports from check-in to baggage

delivery, cargo handling system, or as subsystem partner in

extended airport projects, extension and upgrades of airport

systems,

b) software and automation updates,

c) baggage reconciliation systems

Automotive production systems:

a) complete robotized welding lines,

b) robotic assembly lines

Software for Industry:

warehouse management software for traditional warehouses

For 30 years, LCS Group has been offering its services as a System Integrator for the supply of innovative automatic handling, storage systems,

offering turnkey solutions for automation, industrial supply chain and baggage / cargo handling systems.	

A single partner for the whole process that goes from the control and management of the production, to the warehouse, to the shipment, guaranteeing

perfect integration of the solutions and reliability of interface, with consequent saving of resources and time.	

Each solution is designed following the real needs of the customer and for all the realizations LCS customizes its proprietary software for the control

and supervision of the plants.

The automatic warehouse is the heart of LCS's offer, which creates or technologically renews storage and handling systems for pallets, boxes and

cartons, without technological, software or space limitations.	

LCS also designs material handling systems: transport systems for pallets, crates, boxes and baggage.

Moreover, LCS provides revamping solutions to update the technological state of the plant both mechanically and electronically. 	

The offer is rounded off by a 7x24 maintenance and assistance service.

Moreover, LCS provides also highly reliable turnkey solutions or electrical engineering and cabinets for complete assembly and welding lines, for the

time being with focus on the automotive industry.

The company has 3 branches in Italy (Milan, Turin and Como) and 2 sales offices in Rome / Bologna; staff: 95 person.

LCS has successfully executed different projects all over the world. We want to offer our reliable solutions and know-how in a structured way to

international customers; therefore we are looking for partners to consolidate our international presence.

We are available to organize around the

export days visits to reference customers to

see turnkey project or to our HQ in Usmate

Velate (close to Monza) to show live our

WMS-Systems and Software solutions

LIFT-TEK ELECAR SPA
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)

Construction Equipment

www.lift-tekelecar.it Castel S. Giovanni PC

LIFT-TEK ELECAR   designs and produces a comprehensive

range of lift masts and  integrated attachments  for any kind of

application. The vast  range of products includes 1 to 5 stage

mast versions, which can reach 15 metres high and lift up to 52

tons. Also, the lift masts work thanks to oil hydraulic cylinders and

electric actuators. Through the two plants in Castel San Giovanni

(Piacenza, Italy) and Westminster (South Carolina, USA), we

mainly offer our products to the world major manufacturers of lift

trucks, as well as to the material handling world. We complete our

standard range of products with  a vast range of customised

masts for specific applications and produced on customers’

demand.

LIFT-TEK ELECAR   designs and produces a comprehensive  range of lift masts and  integrated attachments  for any kind of application. The vast

range of products includes 1 to 5 stage mast versions, which can reach 15 metres high and lift up to 52 tons.

 Also, the lift masts work thanks to oil hydraulic cylinders and electric actuators. Through the two plants in Castel San Giovanni (Piacenza, Italy) and

Westminster (South Carolina, USA), we mainly offer our products to the world major manufacturers of lift trucks, as well as to the material handling

world. We complete our  standard range of products with  a vast range of customised masts for specific applications and produced on customers’

demand.

PR INDUSTRIAL SRL
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial

Furnaces, ecc.)
www.pramac.com Casole D'Elsa SI

Design, production, sales and assistance of material handling

equipment

PRAMAC manufactures a complete range of warehouse material handling equipment aiming to satisfy any requirement expressed by Customers. The

fully integrated production and the on-going development of our trucks ensure that the entire range of machines delivers top quality build and

performance. From the lightest duties to the most intense applications, the extreme care and dedication to innovation, guarantee that the entire range

of machines comply with all applicable safety regulations.

Our products:

- PALLET TRUCKS: wide range of manual pallet trucks, scale trucks, scissor lifts, electric pallet trucks including the innovative AGILE. Such range

allows an easy transport of pallets of any size.

- PALLET STACKER: wide range of manual, semi-electric and electric machines. Compact, robust and reliable, our stackers are the ideal solutions

from light to heavy-duty lifting applications.

- TASK ASSIST VEHICLES: a range designed to lift and transport goods or operators, combining functioning, cost savings, and operator safety during

work.

- CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS: Pramac products are available in a wide range of models, with possible customizations based on specific final users’

requirements, meeting any customer needs.
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